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an be a given infinite series with sequence of partial sums sn. Let Tn denote the











pn−vqv / 0, for any n
(
p−1  q−1  R−1  0
)
. 1.2
Necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the N, p, q method to be regular are
i limn→∞pn−vqn/Rn  0 for each v,
ii
∑n
v0 |pn−vqv| < K|Rn|, whereK is a positive constant independent of n.
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The series
∑















where Pn  p1  p2  · · ·  pn → ∞ as n → ∞.
The series
∑
an is said to be summable |N, pn|, if
∞∑
n1








and it is said to be summable |N, p, q|k, k ≥ 1, if
∞∑
n1
nk−1|Tn − Tn−1|k < ∞, 1.7
where Tn is as defined by 1.1.
For k  1, |N, p, q|k summability reduces to |N, p, q| summability.
The series
∑
an is said to be N, p, q bounded or
∑




pn−vqvsv  ORn as n −→ ∞. 1.8





≤ 1, pn > 0, n  0, 1, . . . . 1.9
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where Pn  p1  p2  · · ·  pn → ∞ as n → ∞.
It is quite reasonable to give the following definition.




















where Pn  p1  p2  · · ·  pn → ∞ as n → ∞.
We also assume that pn, qn are positive sequences of numbers such that
Pn  p0  p1  · · ·  pn −→ ∞, as n −→ ∞,
Qn  q0  q1  · · ·  qn −→ ∞, as n −→ ∞.
1.13
A positive sequence α  αn is said to be a quasi-f-power increasing sequence, f  fn, if
there exists a constant K  Kα, f such that
Kfnαn ≥ fmαm, 1.14
holds for n ≥ m ≥ 1 see 3.
Das 1, in 1966, proved the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let pn ∈ M, qn ≥ 0. Then if
∑
an is |N, p, q|-summable, it is |N, qn|-summable.
Recently Singh and Sharma 4 proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let pn ∈ M, qn > 0 and let qn be a monotonic nondecreasing sequence for n ≥ 0.
The necessary and suﬃcient condition that
∑
































|sn||λn| < ∞. 1.16
2. Lemmas






































































































∣ < ∞. 2.4












 pn − pm−v−1  O1. 2.5
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Lemma 2.3 see 3. If Xn is a quasi-f-increasing sequence, where f  fn  nβlognγ, γ > 0,
0 < β < 1, then under the conditions


















Our aim is to present the following new general result.
Theorem 3.1. Let p ∈ M, and let Xn be a quasi-f-increasing sequence, where f  fn  nlogγn,


















are all satisfied, then the series
∑





























(−pn−vqvλv  v  1Δqvpn−vλv  v  1qv1Δvpn−vλv
 v  1qv1pn−v−1Δλv
)
 np0qnsnλn
 Tn1  Tn2  Tn3  Tn4  Tn5.
3.2
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∣k < ∞, j  1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 3.3




































































































































































































































































































































∣Xv O1|Δλm| Xm  O1,
























 O1, as in the case of Tn1.
3.4
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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